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We have observed the development of the surfaces during gas-source growth of silicon and
germanium in an elevated temperature ultrahigh vacuum scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!,
with near-atomic resolution under a range of temperature and flux, which are the two dominant
parameters, and applied atomistic modeling to the structures seen by STM to enable us to give
confident interpretation of the results. A key role in the growth of silicon and germanium on Si~001!
from disilane and germane, respectively, is played by the surface hydrogen. The growth of
germanium follows a similar path to that of silicon for the first few monolayers, after which the
strain becomes relieved by periodic trenches, and eventually by a combination of faceted pits and
clusters, both of which nucleate heterogeneously at surface defects. Understanding these processes
is crucial to controlling the self-assembled Ge/Si quantum structures. ©1998 American Vacuum
Society.@S0734-2101~98!56903-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to its compatibility with silicon technology, th
Si–Ge alloy system is highly attractive for the fabrication
semiconductor devices, e.g., in the field of high-speed
erojunction bipolar transistors. However, full exploitation
epitaxially grown SiGe alloys on Si in planar device techn
ogy is hindered by the mismatch strain in this system, wh
causes three-dimensional~3D! roughness and/or misfi
dislocations.1–3 On the other hand, the 3D features whi
arise during roughening are self-assembled, and thus ca
useful in low-dimensional quantum-confined devices.4,5 For
any uses it is invaluable to be able to control the morpholo
of the interface at the atomic scale.

Si on Si~001! is a model system for layer-by-layer epita
ial growth, whereas Ge on Si~001! is a model system for the
Stranski–Krastanow growth, where the initial tw
dimensional~2D! wetting layer grows pseudomorphical
until the strain due to the 4.2% of lattice mismatch is ela
cally relaxed via the formation of 3D islands,1,2 or ripples.3

In this work, we make a comparison between silicon a
germanium growth. The mismatch between the epitaxial
layer and the Si substrate, and the 50 °C difference in hyd
gen desorption temperature between Si~001! and Ge~001!
~Ref. 6! affect the kinetics of nucleation, and the grow
modes of Ge/Si~001!. We, therefore, investigate these tw
systems to learn about strained-layer growth in general,
to achieve a better control over the growth of Si12xGex /Si
alloys, in particular.

The growth of silicon using gas-source molecular be
epitaxy ~GSMBE! from silane (SiH4) ~Ref. 7! and disilane
(Si2H6) ~Ref. 8! has previously been studied using room
temperature scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! after an-
nealing; GSMBE was chosen since in Ge/Si~001! growth the
hydrogen~which is inherent to the hydride decomposition

a!Electronic mail: ilan.goldfarb@materials.ox.ac.uk
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silicon surfaces! is known to reduce the undesired effects
Ge segregation and Si–Ge intermixing.9 In previous work,
we have studied by real-time elevated-temperature scan
tunneling microscopy nucleation processes of small island10

and, at a larger scale, the effect of hydrogen on the gro
modes of silicon~Ref. 11! and germanium.12–14 Mo and
Lagally15 were the first to show that in the low-coverag
limit the MBE growth of Ge is very similar to that of Si
However, the presence of hydrogen on the surface ha
profound effect not only as a diffusion blocker,11,14,16 but
also as a possible surfactant, which can bind to island
step edges,11 promoting various instabilities17 and different
scaling laws,18 and thus GSMBE growth could, in principle
yield a different comparison. Our previous work has nev
theless demonstrated many similarities between the Ge
Si growth patterns at the low-coverage/low-temperat
limits.14 The present work expands on our previous wo
demonstrating that there are also differences between Ge
Si in the kinetics of nucleation of 2D islands.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS

Detailed descriptions of our experimental and theoreti
methods can be found elsewhere~e.g., see Refs. 10 and 14!.
Briefly, following ex vacuochemical treatment the Si sub
strates were degassed in UHV, flashed at 1150 °C,
slowly cooled to the desired temperature. A JEOL JST
4500XT capable of operation up to 1200 °C was used
monitor the growth in situ, by separately exposing th
sample mounted in the STM stage to disilane and german
the room-temperature~RT!–450 °C K temperature and
1027– 1025 Pa pressure ranges. The STM imaging was p
formed at63 V sample bias and 0.1 nA tunneling curren

The calculations were performed using the density fu
tional theory in the local density approximation~LDA !, and
the density matrix method of tight binding~TB!. The details
of the calculations can be found elsewhere~e.g., Ref. 10!.
1938/16 „3…/1938/6/$15.00 ©1998 American Vacuum Society
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Nucleation of Si and Ge dimer rows

The reaction pathway to island formation from disila
~Ref. 10! is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The Si2H6 mol-
ecules break up on impact into SiH3 groups, which decay to
form SiH21H at room temperature.8 These SiH2 groups dif-
fuse together and form nonepitaxial monohydride ad-dim
which lose their hydrogen at 150 °C, forming nonrotated
dimers. Most of these ad-dimers become mobile at aro
200 °C ~Refs. 19 and 20! and react together to form
‘‘square’’ structure,21 which is the nucleus of a dimer string
A typical image of the surface after a dose of disilane
around 200 °C is shown in Fig. 2. Some SiH2 groups have
still not reacted, but mostly the surface features are sin
dimers and squares. Growth of Ge/Si~001! from germane
appears to follow a very similar pathway.14

Above 250–300 °C,~Fig. 3! higher hydrides are rarely
seen. Virtually all the dimers have formed into ‘‘condense
or ‘‘diluted’’ ~usually made of trench dimers in neighborin
sites, marked with dots! rows. Dimer rows are not stable a
this temperature, one may be seen ‘‘condensing’’into a co
plete dimer row between A and B, while its neighbor h
broken up. Thus, island nucleation is not an irreversi
process. The vast majority of dimer strings will termina
in a trench dimer, as this maintains the rebond
configuration.10,22

This reaction pathway is quite different to that propos
for MBE.19,23–25 In that case, adatoms attract one anoth
forming ad-atom-dimer complexes variously termed a
‘‘diluted’’ dimer rows24 ~with the dimer bonds in the nonep
taxial direction!, ‘‘crosses,’’25 and ‘‘stealth’’ dimers.19

These structures have never been seen in our experim
which we believe to be due to the fact that a monohydr
ad-dimer is not attractive to SiH2 groups in the way tha

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the reaction pathway from disilane to sili
dimer rows. The disilane dissociates upon adsorption, as two SiH3 groups,
which rapidly break up into SiH2 and adsorbed H. The SiH2 groups can
diffuse and form monohydride ad-dimers, which lose their hydrogen
rotate to form isolated epitaxial dimers. The square structures are for
from two nonrotated dimers, which may then either form the ‘‘2’’ structu
with a high barrier, or attach an epitaxial dimer, and form a length-3 str
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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FIG. 2. Empty states STM image of the Si~001! surface after exposure to a
small dose of disilane at 200 °C. In empty states, dimers have a distinc
node, which makes them easier to identify than in filled states. The sq
structures are marked with ‘‘SQ,’’ ‘‘NRT’’ refers to a nonrotated dime
which has lost its hydrogen, but is oriented parallel to the substrate dim
and ‘‘SED’’ refers to a silicon epitaxial dimer. Some of the SiH2 groups
have not reacted at this temperature. ‘‘5’’ refers to the length of a dim
string which has formed.

FIG. 3. Typical empty-states STM image of Si~001! surface after a short
exposure, 0.2 L, to disilane at 340 °C. The positions of the dimers in
islands are marked with dots. A ‘‘diluted’’ dimer row, labeled A in~a!,
‘‘condenses’’ into a complete dimer string~b! and a smaller ‘‘condensed’’
dimer row, labeled ‘‘B’’ in ~a!, breaks up.
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adatoms are. Nor have we observed trimer precursor
nucleation and̂310&-oriented rows, recently reported to tak
place in MBE experiments at RT.25

To summarize, at the low-coverage limit, no differenc
between silicon and germanium growth have been fou
The nucleation mechanism in GSMBE is very different fro
that seen for MBE, however.

B. 2D growth modes: Silicon

An intermediate growth mode of silicon from solid
source, transitional between island growth at low tempe
tures and true step-flow mode at high temperatures, has
very recently found by Voigtla¨nder and co-workers.26 Al-
though these results well agree with our findings for grow
from gas sources,11,14 the presence of surface hydrogen im
poses restriction on the minimal growth temperature. For
ample, at 300 °C, where Voigtla¨nderet al.26 observed island
growth, a high density of nuclei is seen@Fig. 4~b!#, but these
are unable to grow because the adsorbed hydrogen bl
diffusion, and after higher exposures, the surface beco
saturated in hydrogen. Raising the temperature by only 40
at the same deposition pressure sufficiently activates sur
diffusion and thus island growth@see Fig. 4~c!#. The first
layer has been completed, and second-layer islands

FIG. 4. Evolution of silicon surface with exposure to Si2H6 in different
growth modes.~a! Si~001! surface prior to growth,~b! surface morphology
resulting from exposure to disilane at 300 °C,~c! at 340 °C, and~d! at
400 °C. The disilane pressure is 1026 Pa at each temperature. ‘‘TA’’ is the
A-type terrace, on which the dimer rows are parallel to the down-step e
and similarly ‘‘TB’’ is the B-type terrace, on which the dimer rows a
perpendicular to the down-step edge. ‘‘APB’’ stands for antiphase bou
ary.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 16, No. 3, May/Jun 1998
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nucleating, almost exclusively on the B-type antipha
boundaries~APBs!.11,27 At this temperature, no step adsor
tion occurs despite the obvious terrace diffusion, because
hydrogen saturates the edges of the fast-growing B-t
steps, passivating them.28 In general, the balance betwee
island and step-flow growth modes is determined by the r
between the diffusion length and terrace width, which is
deed seen in MBE.26 In our experiments, the passivation o
step edges with hydrogen introduces another factor into
equations. Raising the substrate temperature by a fur
60 °C, above the temperature at which hydrogen deso
from this step-edge site, leads to a transition to the step-fl
growth mode, in which the size of type-B terraces increa
at the expense of type-A terraces, producing a tendency f
single-domain surface as shown in Fig. 4~d!. The transition
to the step-flow regime is quite perfect as no islands
observed at this temperature. However, a transition bac
the island mode may be observed at this temperature by
creasing the gas pressure.11

C. 2D growth modes: Germanium

We have previously shown that Ge growth from germa
in the low-coverage 2D limit, in principle, follows the sam
three growth modes in which Si grows from disilane, i.
H-limited growth, island growth, and step-flow growth.14 In
the presence of Ge, however, the tendency to stick at
edges of steps and islands is increased due to the incre
hydrogen desorption from there, so that the appearanc
growth is that of a mixed mode,26 where island growth and
step-flow growth modes coexist for the temperature at wh
Si grows in the purely island mode. This means that a
temperature sufficient to allow diffusion across the terrac
it is also sufficient to allow step-edge adsorption, unlike t
silicon case, and therefore, there is a change in growth m
phology from island growth to mixed-mode growth.

FIG. 5. Confinement of the deposited germanium to the space outlined
DVL’s and DRV’s, shown by the arrows. Note that while the DVL’s are o
dimer space wide, i.e.,a054 Å, the DRV’s are twice as wide, correspond
ing to the width of one dimer row, i.e., 2a058 Å. Together they form an
(M3N) mesh, the unit cell of which is outlined.
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Growth beyond the first monolayer and the resulti
stress relaxation by the formation of dimer vacancy lin
~DVL’s ! in a (23N) structure, followed by dimer row va
cancies~DRV’s! in a (M3N) structure,12,14 has two interre-
lated implications on the growth kinetics of Ge/Si~001!. In
accord with theoretical predictions of an increased barrie
diffusion across DVL’s,29,30 films at these stages of growt
demonstrate a marked reluctance to propagate the d
rows across both defect types even at a temperature as
as 420 °C. Such a confinement on the Ge/Si(001
(M3N) surface induces~a! island nucleation and growth
between these periodic defects~see Fig. 5!, on one hand, bu
~b! hinders the formation of APB’s by greatly reducing th
likelihood of islands meeting @i.e., relative to the
Si(001) – (231) surface#, on the other hand. Next germa
nium ad-dimers/adatoms have to ‘‘climb’’ on top of suc
confined islands, promoting rough growth, unlike the silic
case, where as soon as two islands meet at an APB, a
island nucleates, giving layer-by-layer growth.11,27

D. 3D growth

The 2D⇒3D growth transition starts when the mismat
strain can no longer be accommodated by the perio
DVL’s and DRV’s.12,14 The presence of hydrogen has t
effect of increasing the 2D layer thickness in GSMBE,
sufficiently high growth temperatures, up to 7–8 ML,14 in
which case strain relief by pyramidal$501%-faceted pits is
favored~rather than by similarly faceted hut clusters!, as has
been theoretically predicted by Tersoff and LeGoues31 and
experimentally shown by Goldfarbet al.12 However, the pit
growth leads to a replacement of pits by clusters, sinc
requires material expulsion from the pit outwards onto
interpit layer, where this material immediately form
clusters.12 Two such events of cluster nucleation from p
are shown in Fig. 6. A nonpit mediated cluster nucleation
the step edge at a lower temperature, and its growth,
shown in Fig. 7. We have previously described the spe
kind of heterogeneous cluster nucleation on various sur
irregularities, the edges of which transform into^100&-
oriented segments as a precursor.12 Note the short straigh

FIG. 6. The beginning of the pit⇒cluster transition during growth at 420 °C
Note the split appearance of the subcritical nuclei.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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step edges on which the subcritical nucleus is formed,
@010# left and@100# bottom edges, in Fig. 7~a!. Here, we also
want to draw attention to another interesting feature of cl
ter nucleation: the first 3D feature, defined by us as a ‘‘s
critical 3D nucleus,’’ appears to be created in a split config
ration, from both sides of an existing vacancy line, as can
seen in Figs. 6 and 7~a!. At the next stage these tw
triangular-based halves unite to produce a square-based
mid, which we define as a ‘‘critical 3D nucleus’’@see Fig.
7~b!#, from which the cluster grows spontaneously, as sho
in Fig. 7~c!. At present, we cannot propose a complete
planation for this interesting trench-mediated nucleati
however, it is not inconceivable that the strain relief at t
trench helps to compensate the initial increase in surface
ergy, i.e., before the elastic relaxation at the cluster a
occurs. Being able to measure the growth kinetics of in
vidual clusters in real time, we have found the dependenc
cluster size on time to obey a simple power law,13 r}t1/5 ~see
Fig. 8!. Such a low exponent, as well as the large scatte
the absolute growth constants deduced from measurem
over several clusters, is inconsistent with a nucleati
controlled growth mode.13 The growth proceeds by materia
addition to strained$501% cluster facets, and in the past wa
assumed to be controlled by the nucleation barrier on
facet, since incomplete facets were never observed.15,32

However, real-time observations frequently reveal on
partly completed facets,12 such as those shown in Fig. 9
inconsistent with the nucleation-limited model in which on
the nucleation step is completed the layer covers the fa

FIG. 7. Nucleation and growth of a hut cluster during Ge growth at 350
Note the split appearance of the subcritical nucleus. The flat appearan
the cluster~which is actually faceted! is caused by the high contrast cond
tions.
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very rapidly, but rather supports the model of diffusio
controlled growth in accordance with the low growth exp
nent.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have shown in detail nucleation a
growth of Ge and Si from gas-sources on Si~001!, from the
formation of the first dimer strings resulting from the therm
decomposition of the gas molecules, up to several mono
ers, as follows from real-time STM observations duri
growth. In addition to ‘‘square-’’mediated nucleation o
dimer strings,10,14we have also observed direct nucleation
epitaxial islands from the interaction between ‘‘diluted
dimer strings.

The particular way in which further growth of silicon pro
ceeds is determined by the ratio of the gas flux to the s
strate temperature. Up to 300 °C the surface hydrogen is
mobile, leading to the ‘‘nucleation-without-growth’’ mod
regardless of the flux used. As the diffusivity is expone
tially dependent upon the substrate temperature, eve
40 °C rise is sufficient to promote island growth~almost ex-
clusively at antiphase boundaries!, and a further increase in
the temperature to 400 °C allows for step-flow growth for t
same pressure range. The latter mode is generally prefe
as it leads to a smoother morphology.

Although in the few-monolayer limit Ge grows two
dimensionally in a similar way, mixed-mode growth occu
preferentially over island growth due to the lower hydrog
desorption temperature, which promotes terrace diffus
and prevents step-edge poisoning. After the first monola
the strain-related periodic defects hinder the formation
antiphase boundaries, and hence, reduce island nucleatio

FIG. 8. Growth rate curve of the hut cluster shown in Fig. 7, in the lin
representation. The full circles are the experimental measurements o
fifth power of cluster size at different times~from the growth film at
350 °C!, and the full line is the linear data fit. The fitting equation a
kinetic parameters, such as the critical cluster sizer 0 and the growth rate
constantk are given in the inset. ‘‘t0’’ denotes the time to appearance of th
subcritical nucleus.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 16, No. 3, May/Jun 1998
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APB’s. However, they present a barrier to diffusion to t
step edges, and so favor island nucleation on terraces, w
growth is then restricted by the vacancy lines.

Unlike Si, Ge growth beyond a few monolayers results
nucleation of small and coherent three-dimensional clus
bounded by$501% facets; at higher temperatures and thick
2D layers~due to the surfactant effect of surface hydroge!,
pyramidal pits precede the clusters. The clusters nucle
heterogeneously on thê100&-oriented edges of the existin
surface defects by first forming subcritical nuclei split by t
periodic trench defect, and then critical ones, from which
clusters grow spontaneously. The cluster growth obey
power-law dependence on time, with the exponent aro
one-fifth. Such a low exponent, combined with the lar
scatter of growth rate constants, and observation of parti
completed facets suggests diffusion-limited, rather than
commonly assumed nucleation-limited, growth.
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